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CUT RISK
CUT TIME
CUTTING EDGE



LIFT YOUR BUSINESS 
CUT OUT THE DOUBT
At Proplate we are world leaders in straps and other critical components for the 
crane industry. Our customers are world leaders too. They include many of the 
most innovative manufacturers of heavy crane equipment in the world – Liebherr, 
Kobelco and Manitowoc. They rely on us to keep raising our capabilities, as we 
lift our businesses – together. 

Today, our Cutting Edge Crane product is Proplate Straps. Straps are vital compo-
nents in crane manufacturing – particularly for crawler cranes, lifting loads up to 
3000 tons, and specialist cranes in heavy industry, harbours and offshore.

The straps connect a sophisticated system of counterweights and frameworks. 
Quality demands are tough, which is why our methods and testing are so rigorous. 
Proplate straps can be anything from 1 to 16 meters long and 10 to 70 milli- 
meters thick, depending on construction. Straps can be attached in single, double 
or triple application, depending on demand.



NO SHORTCUT TO PERFECTION
Let́ s get it straight – cutting straps is probably 
as tough as it gets in the steel-cutting business. 
Our straps are typically made of 35–40 mm 
thick, high-performance steel, cut in up to 16 m 
long super-narrow spears. If you haven’t 
invested years of sweat and expertise into 
becoming the most experienced strap cutters in 
the world - your straps can easily crumble, 
bend and twist. But at Proplate, we have.

“We must constantly adapt to the market.  
That’s why we’re glad to have a supplier that  
is both flexible, and can meet our quality 
requirements.” 

Markus Bösch,
 Liebherr-Werk Nenzing,  

a long standing partner of Proplate.

EXPERT  
WELDING

At Proplate we  
also offer advanced machining, EN 1090-1  
and ISO 3834-2 welding and coating, in  
order to deliver ‘Bolt on equipment’.



CUTTING  
EDGE TECHNOLOGY
LIFTS YOUR BUSINESS

 



CUT TIME

We offer design, cutting, machining, assembly, coating, painting 
and logistical services - all under one roof in a continuous-
improvement environment. We also offer pre-assembly of units to 
reduce on-site installation time.

WHY PROPLATE
CUT RISK

With our high-capacity, ultra-modern gas and plasma cutting 
facility, we achieve cost-effectiveness through high volume, 
managed by advanced planning and process 
control systems.

CUTTING EDGE

We manufacture mission-critical components for some of 
the world’s leading industrial companies, at the highest 
specifications and most exacting tolerances.

Imagine a partner so well integrated into 
your production chain that every one 
of their high-quality, ready-to-assemble 
parts fit perfectly into every aspect of your 
production… Proplate is that partner. Our 

deepest ambition is to constantly develop 
and improve value for our customers. 
Simply put – our passion and expertise puts 
us on the cutting edge of steel processing 
and cutting.
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DELIVERY ON DEMAND



PROPLATE 
ON THE 
CUTTING EDGE
From the load-bearing straps on Liebherr cranes,  
to the protective frame side plates on Atlas Copco road 
construction equipment, Proplate products can be found 
on cutting-edge industrial equipment around the world.

 

PROPLATE OXELÖSUND AB

Box 14 | SE-613 21 Oxelösund Sweden  

Folkegatan 56 | Tel +46 10 19 54 100

www.proplate.se


